FEATURES

ZOOM
Cleverly designed, highly durable with a flexing mesh back for comfort. Zoom chairs are available in nesting, light task and stool models in two accent colors to complement décor.

PREMIUM BREATHABLE MESH
for the back in two coordinating colors.

UPHOLSTERED SEAT AVAILABLE
provide added level of comfort.

ZOOM IS SOLD IN 2 COLOR COMBINATIONS:
PGA - Gray with M32 gray mesh and
PWA - White with M33 white mesh.

TORSION KNOBS
control flex back with an inherent locking mechanism.

FRAME FINISHES
Choose from silver frame (SF) or white frame (WF) in durable powder coat.

50MM CASTERS
standard on model 1115-GT.

NESTING
feature on 1115-GT models.

CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES
offered by C.F. Stinson, Designtex, Maharam, Momentum and 9to5 Signature®. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided to us!

LIFETIME WARRANTY
on all structural and mechanical components. Fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.

QUICK SHIP!
Zoom ships in 5 days in select fabrics and vinyls.

RAPID SETUP FOR A CREW OR A CROWD

ZOOM
Cleverly designed, highly durable with a flexing mesh back for comfort. Zoom chairs are available in nesting, light task and stool models in two accent colors to complement décor.

PREMIUM BREATHABLE MESH
for the back in two coordinating colors.

UPHOLSTERED SEAT AVAILABLE
provide added level of comfort.

ZOOM IS SOLD IN 2 COLOR COMBINATIONS:
PGA - Gray with M32 gray mesh and
PWA - White with M33 white mesh.

TORSION KNOBS
control flex back with an inherent locking mechanism.

FRAME FINISHES
Choose from silver frame (SF) or white frame (WF) in durable powder coat.

50MM CASTERS
standard on model 1115-GT.

NESTING
feature on 1115-GT models.

CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES
offered by C.F. Stinson, Designtex, Maharam, Momentum and 9to5 Signature®. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided to us!

LIFETIME WARRANTY
on all structural and mechanical components. Fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.

QUICK SHIP!
Zoom ships in 5 days in select fabrics and vinyls.

RAPID SETUP FOR A CREW OR A CROWD
SET UP FAST WITH ZOOM!

A smart nesting chair that is also available in a light task or stool for high traffic multipurpose areas where movement and flexibility are key. Add an upholstered seat for a soft touch with thousands of fabric choices.

FLEXIBLE MESH BACK

provides comfort and modern style. Available in white or grey accents.

UPHOLSTERED OR PLASTIC SEAT OPTION

Choose from an assortment of plastic colors or thousands of fabrics for a unique style with a soft foam cushion for added comfort.

INTUITIVE LOCKING MECHANISM

Turn the knobs forward and the back will lock in an upright position. Rotate the knobs back for free float comfort.
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24 statements end in "inches".